
CERAMIC HOODS



In recent years the urban and industrial kitchen

trends have seen a move towards matt finishes,

and particularly towards textured matt kitchen

surfaces which are stylish and sophisticated but

at the same time, comfortable, enjoyable and

low-maintenance. The increasing popularity of

the Ceramic, Stone and Concrete kitchens are a

prime example of this, adding depth and tonal

contrast to the kitchen space.

Aligning with this upcoming trend, Hafele brings

you the subtle ceramic finished hoods that will

not only be working up to keep your kitchen

fresh, but will also elevate the kitchen design

and warmth of the space.

CERAMIC HOODS
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BISCOTTI
Quiet, Crisp and Steady

Equipped with brushless motor design from the leading
EBM Germany, Biscotti models operates very quietly
during operation across the entire speed range and
can take a high variance in speed without snag

Hydraulic suspended panels makes cleaning a breeze.
It is not required to be opened during the cooking. Only
during regular maintenance days the panel can be
lifted for cleaning

Biscotti models come with a warm LED ambient
lighting that will not only brighten your kitchen but softly
illuminate your cooking space while blending
seamlessly with the kitchen lighting



Concrete works excellently

in a minimalist influence

interior design, but it can be

accessorized with loads of

finishes from bronze to

chromium.

Inspired by the cool tones

and bold texture Hafele

mostbrings you the  

versatile cookerhood in
concrete finish on ceramic

surface - FRIDA in two

variants of 90cm & 75cm.

FRIDA 90 & 75
Going the “Concrete”way !



FRIDA 90 & 75
Going the “Concrete”way !

Anti Drip technology hood that eliminates any
possibility of oil dripping when the hood is overdue for
a cleaning andmaintenance.

Auto Open smoke panel ensure powerful smoke intake
and filtration, keeping the kitchen free from the
pungent smell of seasoning.

Ceramic surface with concrete finish on a neutral tone
that can very well adapt to the warm or cold tones of
your kitchen color theme.
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CERAMICA90
The muted brilliance



Filter-free Design easy maintenanceLED Light to illuminate thecounter Headfree Design for contemporary  

kitchen space

CERAMICA90
An impeccable blend of power and elegance




